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Abstract: 

 

The NBA currently has estimated yearly revenue of $3.2 billion dollars. On average, each 

NBA team is worth $379 million dollars
1
.  In most team environments and industries, there is not 

sufficient data to statistically analyze each individual’s productivity to the team effort.  

Nevertheless, there is a great amount of statistics and data in professional sports.  With such a 

big market and a large amount of data, it is reasonable to assume that decision making in the 

NBA should be informed and somewhat efficient.  However, recent studies suggest that decision 

making in professional sports is not always consistent with rational economic theory.  Past 

studies have found a disconnect between public perception of a player’s value and his actual 

impact.   The goal of this paper will be to try and find an accurate measure of individual 

contribution and player productivity in the National Basketball Association (NBA), and use it to 

evaluate how real world behaviors correspond with rational economic theory.  Such analysis 

attempts to determine if managers can accurately recognize player contribution and compensate 

players accordingly with respect to salary.  In this study, regression analysis is used for seasonal 

data covering the 2005-2006 NBA season through the 2009-2010 season.   
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Introduction: 

In one of the most famous essays in economics, Milton Friedman (1953) writes that a 

theory or hypothesis should be judged based upon its simplicity and fruitfulness - the accuracy 

and scope of its predictions.  Furthermore, he uses the concept of ―natural selection‖ to help 

determine the validity of a hypothesis.  Not only is this important for describing the economic 

behavior, but it is even more significant for predicting behavior and laying the tools for analysis.  

For example, Friedman considers the behavior exhibited by a professional billiards player.  A 

reasonable hypothesis may be that a billiards player makes a shot by computing all of the 

complicated geometry and physics formulas as well as the angles of the balls, and then makes his 

shot according to his conclusions.  However, Friedman suggests that a more realistic hypothesis 

is that billiards players play the game the way they do because they ―would not be expert 

billiards players if they didn’t‖ (13).   He then relates this concept towards business and 

optimization.  As he quotes, ―unless the behavior of businessmen in some way or other 

approximated behavior consistent with the maximization of returns, it seems unlikely that they 

would remain in business for long‖ (13).  Friedman’s maximization-of-returns hypothesis 

documents that with enough experience and information feedback, substandard behavior will be 

punished, leading people to behave optimally.    

 Applied to the National Basketball Association (NBA), this theory would suggest that 

NBA players and teams have adapted their behavior over time to maximize their profits.  Two 

pieces of evidence are consistent with this theory: 1) wins are a major factor for team financial 

success and 2) players receive constant information feedback.  Berri, Schmidt, and Brook (2004) 

examined factors that affect team revenue.  They found that wins and team performance were the 

largest statistically significant factor to a team’s financial success.  Thus, it would be reasonable 
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to assume that the objective for NBA teams, coaches, and players is to play to win.  This logic 

follows since winning is correlated with higher revenue, and coaches want to win, then coaches 

will play those players who give them the best chance of winning.  Furthermore, NBA players 

constantly receive feedback on their performance.  Some of the punishments for ―failures‖ would 

include losing playing time, being benched, losing games, getting a poor reputation, and 

receiving lower salary levels.  These negative signals for players help them learn the correct 

behaviors and strategies to play the game.  Thus, with enough practice and feedback, players will 

be able to behave according to the maximization-of-returns theory.   

 But what if the feedback that NBA players receive does not lead to optimal team 

performance?  This leads one to analyze whether the NBA suffers from the principal agent 

problem, where the managers (principal) and the players (agents) do not have the exact same 

interests.  Grier and Tollison (1990) state that the principal-agent problem exists in basketball 

because players face the conflict of benefitting their personal statistics at the expense of the 

team’s performance.  This happens because people perceive that a basketball player is as 

valuable as the amount of points he can score (Berri, Brook, and Schmidt 2007).  As a result, 

players that shoot more often will receive incorrect informational feedback with respect to team 

performance if many of the shots they take are poor and hurt the team.  Berri (2006) examined 

nine models that tested the relationship between NBA statistics and player productivity.  Field 

goal percentage, measuring the accuracy/efficiency for scoring points, was not statistically 

significant in the majority of models, whereas points scored was statistically significant in all but 

one.  Even though logically it makes sense that the more efficient a team is with its shots, the 

more likely they are to win, this result suggests that a high scoring player is more likely to be 

paid a higher salary, regardless of the efficiency which he tries to score.  Another example of 
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basketball players benefitting themselves at the expense of their team is blocked shots that are 

swatted into the stands but aren’t captured.  Instead of a player blocking the ball and keeping 

control, players may swat at the ball as hard as they can and send it into the stands, so that they 

individually look better.  However, it would have benefited the team more if they would have 

secured the ball.  Fans may like this and one would believe that it may help the team profit by 

generating fan interest in the team.  However, as Berri, Schmidt, and Brook report in one of their 

studies, ―although star power was found to be statistically significant in this present study, the 

ability of a team to generate wins appears to be the engine that drives consumer 

demand.‖
2
 

Empirical studies and real world examples have found that the rational model is not 

always the behavior employed in the real world.  The rational neoclassic model states that the 

wages of workers will be equal to their marginal productivity for cost-minimizing firms in 

competitive markets.  Yet Frank (1984) finds that many firms pay based upon a formula that is 

dependent upon education, experience, and length of tenure with the firm, ―even when there are 

apparently very wide differences in productivity among individual workers who are alike with 

respect to the characteristics specified in the pay formula‖ (549).  While many industries lack 

sufficient data to empirically test the marginal productivity hypothesis, sports is one area that has 

an abundant amount of information.   

Baseball has been a common sport to measure if people are paid according to their 

marginal productivity.  This is in large part because baseball players’ statistics and performance 

are quite independent of the team that they play on.  While having more quality hitters on a team 

                                                           
2
 Stars at the Gate: The Impact of Star Power on NBA Gate Revenues 
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may positively influence a player’s RBIs (runs batted in) and runs scored, a player’s batting 

average, home runs, hits, and many other statistical categories are virtually independent of other 

players.  This logic applies to pitchers and their statistics as well.  Scully (1974) was the first to 

use baseball statistics to empirically test this hypothesis.  He found that due to the reserve clause, 

major league baseball players were getting paid severely less than their marginal revenue 

productivity.  Depken II (1999) continues along the lines of Scully’s research and finds two 

conclusions regarding teamwork and marginal revenue productivity in baseball.  He finds that 

team performance is increased with higher total salaries and decreased when there are greater 

wage inequalities among players.  Furthermore, in baseball it is nearly impossible for a player to 

be selfish and benefit himself at the expense of his team.  As Michael Lewis quotes, in baseball, 

―by doing what’s best for himself, the player nearly always also does what is best for his team.‖ 

 Basketball is a much different sport to analyze then baseball.  This is because basketball 

revolves around the team concept, where every player is influenced not only by his teammates 

but the players that he plays against. As Michael Lewis wrote, basketball ―happens to be the 

sport that is most like life.‖
3
  This is because it is a team sport where players are constantly 

confronted with conflicts of interest between benefitting themselves and the team.  As past 

studies have shown, points scored is a major factor on a player’s salary, even if the player isn’t 

contributing much to the team.  Each player must face the challenge between maximizing his 

own perceived self-contribution and winning the game.  As a result, this poses a challenge to 

Friedman’s maximization-of-returns theory.  Since the decisions that players make on the court 

are quite complex, it is likely that they don’t fully understand the consequences of their 

decisions.   

                                                           
3
 New York Times 
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Literature Review 

There has been an increasing amount of studies being published on sports relating to the 

efficiencies of different aspects of the game.  Because there are few industries that can provide 

the direct data and statistics that sports has to offer, many economists are now using sports data 

to test economic theory in the real world.  The first study to analyze the labor economics of 

sports was in 1974 by Gerald Scully.  In his study Pay and Performance in Major League 

Baseball, Scully analyzes if baseball players are receiving wages equivalent with their marginal 

revenue productivity.  He uses a variety of factors and individual and team statistics to determine 

player marginal revenue productivity, team revenue, and team costs.  His conclusion was that 

due to the reserve clause and maximum salary cuts, players earn significantly less than their 

marginal revenue productivity. 

  Levine (1991) and Ramaswamy (1991) both conduct studies to update Scully’s initial 

work.  Depken II summarizes their results in his study Wage disparity and team productivity: 

evidence from major league baseball (1999).  While the findings conclude that there are still 

salary problems due to salary caps, luxury taxes, and other salary rules, Depken states his main 

conclusion that ―higher total salary levels improve team performance and greater wage disparity 

reduces team performance‖ (92).   

 Baseball was the probably the first sport used to analyze labor economics because of the 

nature of the individuality of the sport and direct relationship between statistics and productivity.  

But as Michael Lewis points out, basketball is the sport that most resembles real life.  This is due 

to the nature of the team component of the game and the conflicts of interests that players face.   
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 Camerer and Weber (1999) studied the effect that a player’s draft position had on playing 

time.  They concluded that coaches had a difficult time ignoring ―sunk costs‖ and even ―maintain 

or increase their commitment to a project, even when its marginal costs exceed marginal 

benefits‖ (59-60).  This was an important study because its results showed that coaches and 

decision makers in the NBA do not always act rational.  As economic theory would state, a 

rational decision maker ignores those costs that have already been incurred and focuses only on 

the prospective and future benefits/costs of a decision.  This study is important because it 

identifies a clear situation where NBA coaches have deviated from rational theory.   

Furthermore, in the study Does One Simply Need to Score to Score? by Berri, Brook, and 

Schmidt (2007), five important lessons are outlined with regards to labor economics in the NBA.  

These five lessons are: 1) ―Points scored dominates the evaluation of player productivity in the 

NBA, 2) player productivity on the court creates team wins, 3) team wins drive team revenue, 4) 

team payroll is not highly correlated with team wins, and 5) player performance is relatively 

consistent across time‖ (191-193).  The studies that they analyzed all used different combinations 

of player statistics to come up with an estimate for player productivity.  For example, one of the 

measures used is NBA Efficiency, which is equal to points + total rebounds + steals + blocks + 

assists – turnovers – missed field goals – missed free throws.   

I thought that the most important finding from the previous study is when they evaluated 

free agents.  They found that when points scored is used as the only measure for player 

productivity, it can explain 59% of a player’s average salary.  This is consistent with a study 

performed by Grier and Tollison.  In Arbitrage in a Basketball Economy (1990), they address the 

issue of the conflicts of interest that basketball players face with regards to taking shots.  They 

find that in basketball, individual player incentives are different from the team’s incentives.  
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They relate this to the real world in any general labor market, and find that the use of a manager 

to enforce team cooperation is necessary when there are conflicts of interest.   

In 2004, Dan Rosenbaum wrote the first public article describing a new way to measure 

NBA player productivity.  Building off of Jeff Sagarin and Wayne Winston’s WINVAL 

measure, Rosenbaum describes the new statistic of adjusted plus/minus.  In  his article 

Measuring How NBA Players Help Their Teams Win, Rosenbaum introduces the adjusted 

plus/minus statistic to measure the net scoring margin that a player contributes to the team.  This 

statistic can be argued to be a more direct measure of a player’s productivity because it includes 

every aspect of the game, especially the components that cannot be detected from box-score 

statistics.  When the original plus/minus statistic started being used in the NBA, it was a biased 

statistic for each player because it was extremely influenced by the players that each player was 

playing with and against.  The adjusted plus/minus statistic measures the individual player’s 

contribution margin, holding constant all other players on the court. 

In Rosenbaum’s study, he found that his standard errors were too high when running the 

regression based on one year’s data, so he started making variations on the statistic.  Two of the 

ways he did this was by combining multiple years (and weighting more current years more) as 

well as combining the adjusted plus/minus statistic with other estimates of player productivity.  

However, his research mainly focused on NBA statistics and players.  

Several people have chosen to update Rosenbaum’s study throughout the years: David 

Lewin in 2005/2006, Steve Ilardi in 2007, and Aaron Barzilai in 2008 and 2009.  Each of these 

studies develops further ways to get around the standard error problem, mainly by regressing the 

adjusted plus/minus statistic on relevant NBA game statistics.   
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There also have been two newspaper articles regarding the increased use of the adjusted 

plus/minus statistic in the NBA.  Numbers Game, written in the Washington Times (2004, 

unknown author), describes how the Dallas Mavericks are just starting to track players by using 

the adjusted plus/minus statistic.  They also find that players have significantly different ratings 

after trades.  As well, The No-Stats All-Star written in the New York Times by Michael Lewis 

(2009) describes how the Houston Rockets are now using the adjusted plus/minus to determine 

player productivity.  The article is about Shane Battier, a player who doesn’t appear to be very 

productive by his box-score game statistics.  However, the article discusses all of the components 

of Battier’s game that contribute to the team that cannot be picked up from those statistics.  The 

rockets are now using the adjusted plus/minus statistic to provide insight for the measure of a 

player’s true performance.   

Most recently, Berri and Schmidt (2010) publish the book Stumbling On Wins: Two 

Economists Expose The Pitfalls On The Road To Victory In Professional Sports.  In their book, 

Berri and Schmidt discuss a variety of sports statistics and analyze various statistics and their 

usefulness.  As they talk about basketball, much of their focus is measuring a player’s ability to 

generate wins for his team.  They start their analysis with a model that relates winning to both 

one’s own offensive efficiency and defensive efficiency.  Using box score statistics, Berri and 

Schmidt calculate a ―Wins Produced‖ measure for each player to estimate how much they 

contribute to team success.  ―Wins Produced calculates the value of a player’s performance by 

using box score statistics, adjusting for teammates, adjusting for position played, and then taking 

into account information about the average player.   They also look at alternatives such as NBA 

Efficiency and Game Score.  They define NBA Efficiency as equal to ―points + total rebounds + 

steals + blocks + assists – turnovers – all missed shots.  They define Game score as equal to 
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―points + 0.4*(field goals made) – 0.7*(field goals attempted) – 0.4*(Free throws attempted – 

free throws made) + 0.7*(offensive rebounds) + 0.3*(defensive rebounds) + steals + 0.7*assists 

+ 0.7*blocks -0.4*(personal fouls) – turnovers.‖  However, they find that these statistics may be 

misleading because players who shoot the most will have the highest scores.  The way that they 

analyze the effectiveness of these measures is by relating it to how much variation it can explain 

in team wins.  They find that neither is able to explain the variation in wins too significantly. 

In the book, Berri and Schmidt quickly dismiss the adjusted plus/minus statistic because 

of the inconsistent ratings players have each year.  They examined 239 players and found that 

only 7% of variation in the adjusted plus/minus statistic could be explained by the previous year.  

They also criticize the measure because of the amount of ―noise‖ and the high standard errors 

that are typically found in the regressions.  While they acknowledge that the adjusted plus/minus 

statistic accounts for everything a player does on the court (which is something that box score 

data cannot measure), they are not convinced that measure is too useful. 

Berri and Schmidt’s literature is also interested in identifying the discrepancy between 

salary and performance. From their lessons, it is clear that salary does not explain too much of 

the variance in wins.  It is also clear that players who shoot the most are on average perceived to 

dominate player evaluations.   
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Data Description 

The main data set that used for this study is from Aaron Barzilai at basketballvalue.com.  The 

website provides the aggregated matchups for all NBA 5-on-5 units that played against each 

other during the 2005-2006 season through the current 2009-2010 season
4
.  Each season contains 

a data set of over 30,000 five on five matchups that is organized by the players on the court who 

were home and away, the number of possessions each team had, the net score of the matchup, 

and the time elapsed.  This data is used to calculate the adjusted plus/minus rating of each player, 

which is an estimate of each player’s marginal net benefit to the team.   

 Furthermore, team and player statistics are used in the regressions.  This data was 

collected from a variety of sources.  Salary information was taken from both Patricia Bender at 

www.eskimo.com as well as salary information from USAToday.  Player and team statistics and 

other ratings were taken from a combination of websites including basketball-reference.com, 

espn.com, and nba.com.  One setback from using a variety of data sources is the inconsistency in 

organization and coding from each website adding their own personal touch.   

 Part of the data used is player salaries.  The NBA player contract and salary rules are 

quite complicated and too complex for this model. For the feasibility of this study, the model is 

taking a basic approach to salary and using the information that is available publicly.  

Discrepancies and other complications with salaries are outside the scope of the study.   

Furthermore, for each margin calculated, a standardized margin for each year is calculated so 

that all margins for each year will have a mean of zero and standard deviation of one. 

 

                                                           
4
 Game matchups provided by basketball.value.com 
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Variable Description 

Salary = The amount of money a player makes in a given year from his contract 

Teamwins = the number of games a team wins in a season (max = 82) 

Pts = total points scored in a season 

MARGIN = (home team points per possession – away team points per possession) * possessions 

in the game 

___presign1 = any statistic followed by presign1 indicates that the statistic occurred in the season 

just prior to a player signed his contract. 

Rookiecontract
5
 = dummy variable if contract is part of the rookie contract  

Season = NBA season  

Team = NBA team 

Xit = dummy variable coded as 1 if a player is home and played during the time frame, -1 if the 

player is away and played during the time frame, and 0 otherwise 

__xmin = any statistic that is weighted by the number of minutes per player per season 

 

Model Description 

 In the NBA, the statistic plus/minus for each player represents the net score of the 

basketball game for the possessions that each player played.  For instance, suppose that the 

Chicago Bulls defeated the Detroit Pistons 100-95.  The overall plus/minus for the Bulls team is 

+5, while the plus/minus for the Pistons team is -5.  Now, suppose that for all possessions that 

                                                           
5
 Because I could not find the data for contract length, I assumed that all rookies held on to their 

contract for three years 
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Derrick Rose (point guard for the Bulls) was in the game, the Bulls outscored the Pistons 70-55.  

Derrick Rose’s individual plus/minus statistic would be +15.  Derrick Rose’s statistic is not 

affected for the time period that he is not in the game.   

 While this statistic may seem like a clever way to measure one’s value to the team, there 

is a major problem that diminishes its significance: the statistic is influenced by the quality of 

players that one plays with and against.  In the case of Derrick Rose, his individual plus/minus 

statistic will be biased due to all the other players on the court.  Suppose that every time Derrick 

Rose was in the game, not only did the Bulls play their four other best players, but the Pistons 

played their five worst players.  In this case, Derrick Rose’s plus/minus will be inflated due to 

the quality of the other players on the court. 

 One way to circumvent this problem is to use a measure called adjusted plus/minus, 

which controls for the quality of the other players on the court.  First introduced by Dan 

Rosenbaum (2004), the adjusted plus/minus statistic is intended to measure the net contribution 

of an individual player relative to substituting for someone else.  The regression to calculate 

adjusted plus/minus is as follows: 

(1) MARGIN = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + . . . + bKXK + e, where 

 

MARGIN = (home team points per possession – away team points per possession) * 

possessions in the game 

 

X1 = 1 if player 1 is playing at home, = -1 if player 1 is playing away, = 0 if player 1 is 

not playing 

XK = 1 if player K is playing at home, = -1 if player K is playing away, = 0 if player K 

is not playing 

e = i.i.d. error term 

 

b0 measures the average home court advantage across all teams 
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b1 measures the contribution to net margin that player 1 adds to his team, holding the 

other players constant 

bK measures the contribution to net margin that player k adds to his team, holding the 

other players constant 

The bs in equation (1) represent the individual contribution to margin that each player 

provides when he is on the court, holding all other players constant.  From this analysis, every 

player can be compared based upon the differences of their statistic.  For instance, if Derrick 

Rose has an adjusted plus/minus of 15 and Deron Williams has an adjusted plus/minus of 18, 

then a team on average can improve their margin score by +3 by playing Deron Williams instead 

of Derrick Rose for the full game. 

 In previous adjusted plus/minus calculations, margin had been calculated by assuming 

that every team had 100 possessions per game.  This model calculates the total amount of 

possessions from each game, and estimates the total number of possessions per game that each 

five on five matchup would be estimated to have if they completed the whole game.  There are 

two limitations to this method.  First, for matchups that had an odd number of possessions, the 

data did not specify which team had an extra possession.  This has the potential to cause a 

positive bias to the margin for the team that had the extra possession. As well, this method 

assumes that the same pace of the game would play throughout the entire game.  For those 

matchups that temporarily had a faster game pace and more possessions than usual, this model 

will weight them more than those matchups with a temporary slower pace.   

This model makes three assumptions based upon the previous literature.  1) The goal of 

the basketball game is to win.  2) Coaches want to play the players that will help their team win 

the most minutes. 3) The most productive players will give their team the best chance to win 
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 The model does not take into account: fatigue, salary rules, and teammate and player 

interactions.  Furthermore, to limit outliers, all players who did not play more than 400 minutes 

per season are not included in the data.  Thus, all matchups that include one of these players are 

thrown out. 

The adjusted plus/minus statistic can be viewed as a direct way to test how a player 

affects his team’s chances of winning.  This statistic is able to account for many components of a 

basketball game that cannot be seen from standard box score statistics (such as points, rebounds, 

steals, assists, blocked shots, field goal percentage, free throw percentage, personal fouls, and 

turnovers).  Such examples of behavior that will positively affect a team’s overall performance 

but not be captured in individual statistics are hustle plays, setting picks, boxing out for rebounds 

(and preventing the other team from getting the rebound), playing tough defense and distracting 

a player when he shoots, forcing opponents to take bad shots, taking charges, forcing the other 

team to commit fouls, and using the shot clock efficiently.   

 Once the player evaluation measures are computed, they are used as proxy 

variables for each player’s productivity and used as independent variables in the other 

regressions.  These regressions include determining the adjusted plus/minus affect on team wins 

as well as its relationship to salary. 
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Results 

Topic 1: Margin Calculations 

Regression 1:  Combination of all years 

(1) MARGINi = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + . . . + bKXK + e, where 

- All variables are the same as in regression (1) on page 15.  

This regression combines all of the years together to calculate just one beta for each player.  One 

benefit of this model is that it allows five years worth of observations and reduces the standard 

errors that are seen in other models.  Most criticism of the adjusted plus/minus statistic stems 

from the fact that standard errors for each player are high because there isn’t enough 

observations in each season.  One way to increase the significance of each player is to add in 

more seasons of data. 

Regression (1) used 884,798 observations from the 2005-2006 season through the 2009-

2010 season and calculated coefficients for 552 players.   Of the 552 player coefficients 

estimated, 65 were reported as significant at the 95% confidence level.  Standard errors ranged 

from  3.576 to 5.05.  The intercept coefficient, which measures the average home court 

advantage throughout the season, is  estimated to be 3.692 and is very significant with a t-value 

of 38.320. 
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Top 25 player rankings from regression (1a) 

Rank Name Beta Std. Err. Beta Std T P>t Years 

1 Fesenko, Kyrylo 13.2713 4.698816 3.54362755 2.82 0.005 1 

2 Wade, Dwayne 12.59579 3.691304 3.391178648 3.41 0.001 4 

3 James, LeBron 12.49227 3.649909 3.367816284 3.42 0.001 5 

4 Harden, James 10.56426 4.023777 2.932703541 2.63 0.009 1 

5 Garnett, Kevin 10.13585 3.640394 2.836020096 2.78 0.005 5 

6 Nash, Steve 7.979583 3.65555 2.349394379 2.18 0.029 5 

7 

Harrington, Lorinza 

(Junior) 7.782283 4.47165 2.304867772 1.74 0.082 0 

8 Duncan, Tim 7.524001 3.651889 2.246578764 2.06 0.039 5 

9 Bryant, Kobe 7.380889 3.664877 2.214281289 2.01 0.044 5 

10 Nowitzki, Dirk 6.934294 3.637917 2.113493858 1.91 0.057 5 

11 Dickau, Dan 6.601362 3.984038 2.03835786 1.66 0.098 3 

12 Jamison, Antawn 6.050094 3.630055 1.913947856 1.67 0.096 5 

13 Pecherov, Oleksiy 6.049809 4.406296 1.913883537 1.37 0.17 3 

14 Carter, Vince 6.0305 3.615855 1.909525888 1.67 0.095 5 

15 Ginobili, Manu 5.908743 3.614415 1.882047803 1.63 0.102 5 

16 Ming, Yao 5.829737 3.661357 1.864217752 1.59 0.111 5 

17 Cassell, Sam 5.34568 3.699461 1.754975907 1.44 0.148 4 

18 Greer, Lynn 5.26645 5.05637 1.737095304 1.04 0.298 1 

19 Johnson, Amir 4.955114 3.727359 1.666833085 1.33 0.184 5 

20 Bosh, Chris 4.806617 3.624388 1.633320324 1.33 0.185 5 

21 Howard, Dwight 4.735905 3.64545 1.61736206 1.3 0.194 5 

22 Miller, Brad 4.605252 3.615253 1.587876329 1.27 0.203 5 

23 Gasol, Marc 4.569124 3.789369 1.579722972 1.21 0.228 2 

24 Davis, Baron 4.523538 3.614584 1.569435137 1.25 0.211 5 

25 Billups, Chauncey 4.469528 3.631673 1.557246176 1.23 0.218 5 

 

Regression 2: Individual Year Regressions 

(2) MARGINi = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + . . . + bKXK + e, where 

- Variables are the same as in equation (1).   
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The difference in this regression is that each time period is used individually without any 

of the other data.  Here, this regression is run five separate times, one for each year, and each 

regression only includes data from one season. 

This regression displays some results that influence critics to dismiss the statistic.  While 

the individual years are not too highly correlated with one another, each year is pretty well 

correlated with the overall adjusted plus/minus calculated from regression (1). 

Table 1:  Correlation Adjusted plus/minus 

 Beta 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Regression1 

2005 1.0000 0.0960 0.2546 0.2185 0.2595 0.6327 

2006   1.0000 0.3080 0.2292 0.1401 0.6531 

2007     1.0000 0.2040 0.2379 0.5203 

2008       1.0000 0.2041 0.5770 

2009         1.0000 0.5996 

Average           0.5913 

Regression1           1.0000 

 

 

Table 2:  Correlation of Rank 

 Beta 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Regression1 

2005 1.0000 0.0780 0.2889 0.1327 0.2312 0.5670 

2006   1.0000 0.3239 0.1980 0.1434 0.6278 

2007     1.0000 0.2128 0.2038 0.5755 

2008       1.0000 0.1462 0.5302 

2009         1.0000 0.5700 

Average           0.8296 

***The first table describes the correlation between the betas for each year, the average for all 

years, and the betas from regression (2) while the second table shows the correlation between 

player ranks.   
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The biggest correlation is between the 2006 and 2007 seasons (.3080 and .3239 from 

table 1 and 2 respectively).  As learned from lesson five in Does One Simply Need to Score to 

Score, player performance is relatively consistent across time.  Thus, as critics may rightfully 

state, ―Unfortunately – because plus/minus is so inconsistent across time — it doesn’t appear this 

measure can be relied upon to make decisions about the future.  It’s important to note that 

inconsistency is not the only problem with this measure.  The standard errors associated with this 

measure – even when multiple years are added – tend to be so large that for many players the 

results are statistically insignificant.‖
6
  However, as will be described later, this does not 

necessarily mean the statistic should be thrown out. 

Regression 3 

(3) MARGINit = b0 + b1X1t + b2X2t + . . . + bKXKt + teamit + e, where 

Variables are represented the same as in equation 2  

Team = dummy variable that = 1 if home team, -1 if away team, and 0 otherwise 

This equation takes equation (1) and adds a dummy variable for the team that each player is 

on.  Team is used as a dummy variable because different teams/cities may impact players in a 

certain way.  Possible explanations may stem from players being happy/unhappy with the way 

they are treated by their team’s front office, impact of coaches
7
, motivation (or lack thereof) 

from fans, public perception or pressure on certain teams to succeed, and city location.  Running 

a fixed effects regression and including dummy variables for each team controls for the average 

differences across teams of both observable and unobservable variables that could affect both 

                                                           
6
 David Berri http://dberri.wordpress.com/2006/05/24/summarizing-our-thoughts-on-the-nba/ 

7
 Another variant of this model is to include coach as a dummy variable to fully capture the effect that a coach has 

on both his players’ and team’s performance. 
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margin and playing time.  In this regression, it is assumed that the team effects are constant over 

time.  Using a fixed effects regression reduces the chance of omitted variable bias.  If the true 

team effects are not constant over time (this model assumes they are), then the model may still be 

subject to omitted variable bias.   

The coefficients on each team measure the average effect of margin that a team has 

compared to the Atlanta Hawks (because the Atlanta Hawks were not used as a dummy).  

Looking at the results of the team impacts, nine of the 29 teams 
8
(Atlanta was not used as a 

dummy) were significant at the 95% level on a two-sided test.  Furthermore, seven of the teams 

were significant at the 1% level.   

An F-test is used to analyze the effect that different teams can have on margin.  Using 

regression (3) as the unrestricted regression and regression (1) as the restricted regression, the 

null hypothesis is H0: bteam = 0 for all teams and the alternative hypothesis is that H0 is not true.   

Using the values 2

URR = 0.0128, 2

RR  = 0.0124, q = 31, n = 884,798, k = 583, F is calculated to be 

11.557.  Therefore, the null hypothesis that team has no impact on margin cannot be rejected 

because F > Fcrit at the 1% level ( Fcrit[31, 884,215]= 1.696).   

 

 

 

 

                                                           
8
 There are 31 teams ran in the regression because 1) The Hornets played their home games in Oklahoma City 

during the 2005-2006 and 2006-2007 seasons and 2) The Seattle Supersonics moved and became the Oklahoma 
City Thunder starting with the 2008-2009 season. 
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Regression 3: team effects 

Team Coefficient Std. Error t P> |t| 

bos -1.512 3.297 -0.460 0.647 

cha 2.628 3.395 0.770 0.439 

chi 6.143 3.268 1.880 0.060 

cle -2.344 3.465 -0.680 0.499 

dal -8.891 3.394 -2.620 0.009 

den 4.906 3.289 1.490 0.136 

det 2.122 3.210 0.660 0.509 

gsw 1.101 3.173 0.350 0.729 

hou 2.396 3.644 0.660 0.511 

ind 10.761 3.059 3.520 0.000 

lac 0.943 3.204 0.290 0.768 

lal -2.050 3.513 -0.580 0.560 

mem 8.258 3.150 2.620 0.009 

mia 0.308 3.357 0.090 0.927 

mil 6.413 3.129 2.050 0.040 

min 8.006 3.108 2.580 0.010 

njn -5.278 3.251 -1.620 0.105 

noh 9.874 3.364 2.940 0.003 

nok* 9.552 3.327 2.870 0.004 

nyk -0.061 3.144 -0.020 0.985 

okc 6.080 3.575 1.700 0.089 

orl 1.178 3.325 0.350 0.723 

phi 5.427 3.546 1.530 0.126 

phx -3.802 3.387 -1.120 0.262 

por -0.212 3.298 -0.060 0.949 

sac -0.220 3.166 -0.070 0.945 

sas -1.681 3.556 -0.470 0.636 

sea* 2.415 3.270 0.740 0.460 

tor 1.103 3.237 0.340 0.733 

uta 10.799 4.801 2.250 0.024 

was 8.776 3.376 2.600 0.009 

 

The correlation between the beta coefficients in the unrestricted and restricted model is 

0.968.  Since equation (3) is holding teams constant, this states that relative individual 

performance is not very dependent on what team players play for. This may infer that while 
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some teams may have an impact on margin, individual player contribution is not highly affected 

by the team.   

It is also interesting to note that the New Orleans Hornets played their home games in 

Oklahoma City during both the 2005-2006 and 2006-2007 seasons because of Hurricane Katrina. 

For these seasons, the team was coded as NOK.  For all other seasons, the team is coded NOH.  

It is very interesting to note that the movement to play home games in Oklahoma City had very 

little impact, and the coefficient on NOH and NOK is 9.87 and 9.55 respectively with significant 

t-statistics of 2.94 and 2.87.  As well, the Seattle Supersonics moved to Oklahoma City starting 

in the 2008-2009 season.  However, neither team had a significant coefficient.   

Regression 4:  Time-Series regression with Season dummy variables  

(4) MARGIN = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + . . . + bKXK + Seasont*( α0 + α1tX1 + α2tX2 + . . . + 

αKtXKt) + e, where 

- X variables are the same as in regression (1) 

- Season = dummy variable for season played (2006,2007,2008,2009) 

Regression (4) includes both intercept and slope dummy variables for season played.  The 

intercept dummy variables represent a change in home court advantage across seasons.  The 

slope dummy variables are interact each season with each player.  These slope dummies allow 

for each player to have different slopes and individual differences over time.  The model includes 

this to measure the changes that each individual player may have between seasons.  Reasons for 

this may include that players’ skills and performance may increase (or deteriorate) from year to 

year, players work out harder and get stronger in the offseason, nagging injuries that get worse 

each season, as well as other personal reasons that may vary each year.     
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Regression (4) Correlation Matrix 

Beta 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Std Avg regression1 

2005 1.0000 0.3803 0.3676 0.2869 0.3090 0.7427 0.4857 

2006   1.0000 0.4106 0.3416 0.3118 0.7539 0.5821 

2007     1.0000 0.3637 0.3119 0.7114 0.4633 

2008       1.0000 0.3703 0.7326 0.4888 

2009         1.0000 0.7398 0.4698 

Std Avg           1.0000 0.6524 

regression1             1.0000 

     **Std Avg is the average of the standardized betas 

The results from regression (4) are the results from the fixed effects regression.  As seen 

from the data, correlation between years is still quite small, and correlation with regression1 

decreased as compared with regression (2).  As well, out of the 1,703 player/season 

combinations, 720 are significant at the 95% level.  This is an improvement from the other 

regressions.   

Regression 5: Fixed Effects Regression by Season and Team 

(4) MARGINit = b0 + b1X1t + b2X2t + . . . + bKXKt + Seasont*(α0 + α1tX1t + α2tX2t + . . . 

+ αKtXKt) + biTeami + e, where 

 

- Team = 1 if team is home team, = -1 if team is away team, = 0 otherwise 

- All other variables are the same as in regression (4) 

This equation takes equation (4) and adds a dummy variable for the team that each player 

is on.  Team is used as a dummy variable because different teams/cities may impact players in a 

certain way.  Running a fixed effects regression and including dummy variables for each team 

controls for the average differences across teams of both observable and unobservable variables 

that could affect both margin and playing time. 
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Topic 2: Measuring how the adjusted/plus minus statistics correspond with wins or 

productivity 

Regression 6:  Measuring the Player Efficiency statistics 

(5) Teamwinsit = b0 + Teamit*[a1t*(Teamit*B1t*Min1t) + a2t*( Teamit*B2t*Min2t) + . . . + 

aKt*( Teamit*BKt*Minkt)] + e, where 

- Teamwins = Total team wins per season 

- Team = dummy variable = 1 if played for team, 0 otherwise 

- B = Any player efficiency measure (Betas from previous regressions, PER, points 

scored, salary,etc) 

- Min = total minutes played in the year
9
 

This regression is used to determine if player's adjusted plus/minus (or any other efficiency 

rating) can explain the variation in the amount of wins that teams get in a season. 

Regression 6 is ran multiple times with different Bs 

 (6a)  Using beta from regression (1)  

 (6b) Using beta from regression (2)  

 (6c) Using beta from regression (3)  

 (6d) Using beta from regression (5)  

 (6e) Using John Hollinger’s PER 

                                                           
9
 Note: In this model, because players who played less than 400 minutes in the season are taken out, there is great 

potential for omitted variable bias.  A better regression may be to either include everyone, or weight each team 
proportionally 
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 (6f) Using Total Salary 

 (6g) Multiple weighted independent variables – adjusted plus/minus overall, PER, points, 

and salary 

Regression 6a: Regressing Team wins on beta coefficients from regression (1) 

 

This regression shows that 69% of the variation in a teams’ wins from 2005-2010 can be 

explained by the weighted average of the player’s adjusted plus/minus statistic.  The adjusted 

plus minus statistic used for each season is the same – it is the overall adjusted plus minus rating 

of a player from the combination of the past five years (standardized).  This regression is a time 

series regression that incorporates future data to calculate the best estimate of the past data.  

While this may not provide much insight into predicting the future, it shows that the adjusted 

plus/minus is relevant to wins.  

Regression 6b:  Using the individual season adjusted plus/minus statistic 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     26.87516   .9619071    27.94   0.000     24.97442     28.7759
bnodummyal~n     .0023826   .0001313    18.15   0.000     .0021232    .0026419
                                                                              
        wins        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    23843.8543   150  158.959029           Root MSE      =  7.0589
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6865
    Residual    7424.37716   149  49.8280347           R-squared     =  0.6886
       Model    16419.4771     1  16419.4771           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,   149) =  329.52
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     151

. reg wins bnodummyallyearstandxmin

       _cons     35.53752   .9236378    38.48   0.000      33.7124    37.36265
bindivnodu~n     .0024141   .0002266    10.65   0.000     .0019664    .0028619
                                                                              
        wins        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    23843.8543   150  158.959029           Root MSE      =  9.5307
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.4286
    Residual    13534.3678   149  90.8346831           R-squared     =  0.4324
       Model    10309.4865     1  10309.4865           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,   149) =  113.50
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     151

. reg wins bindivnodummystandallyearxmin
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This regression is similar to regression 6a, except that the adjusted plus/minus statistics 

were calculated using only 1 year’s worth of data for each season.  This result is extremely 

significant too, as the weighted adjusted plus/minus statistics explain 43% of the variation in a 

team’s wins for each year.  This regression offers the possibility for a predicting model using the 

adjusted plus/minus.  While that test is outside the scope of this study, this regression is an 

important result because the only data that went into each season’s adjusted plus/minus was from 

that season.  Again, this result shows that the adjusted plus/minus statistic can explain variation 

in wins. 

Regression 6c:  Using the fixed effect adjusted plus/minus statistic 

 

Using the fixed effects betas as the adjusted plus minus statistic did not prove to explain much 

variation in a team’s wins.  This comes surprising as this regression is the least likely to suffer 

from omitted variable bias. 

Regression 6d: Using John Hollinger’s PER for player rating 

 

       _cons     40.55566   .9865192    41.11   0.000     38.60628    42.50503
bseasonslo~e     .0005748   .0001511     3.80   0.000     .0002763    .0008733
                                                                              
        wins        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    23843.8543   150  158.959029           Root MSE      =  12.077
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.0824
    Residual    21732.1974   149  145.853674           R-squared     =  0.0886
       Model    2111.65693     1  2111.65693           Prob > F      =  0.0002
                                                       F(  1,   149) =   14.48
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     151

. reg wins  bseasonslopeteamintstandardallye

       _cons    -6.979167   6.054079    -1.15   0.251    -18.94211    4.983774
     perxmin     .0001734   .0000217     7.99   0.000     .0001305    .0002163
                                                                              
        wins        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    23843.8543   150  158.959029           Root MSE      =  10.586
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.2951
    Residual     16696.204   149  112.055061           R-squared     =  0.2998
       Model    7147.65028     1  7147.65028           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,   149) =   63.79
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     151

. reg wins perxmin
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This regression shows that John Hollinger’s PER rating can explain about 30% of a team’s wins 

in a season.  However, this is not nearly as high as the overall adjusted plus/minus statistic. 

Regression 6e: Using points scored as a proxy for player rating 

 

This regression shows that a team’s total points scored can explain about 20% of the variation in 

wins when used as the only independent variable.   

Regression 6f: Using Salary as a proxy for rating 

 

  This regression shows that salary does have some explanatory power for a team’s wins when 

used as the sole independent variable.   

 

 

 

       _cons     7.798092     5.3511     1.46   0.147    -2.775754    18.37194
     ptsxmin     2.03e-06   3.24e-07     6.27   0.000     1.39e-06    2.67e-06
                                                                              
        wins        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    23843.8543   150  158.959029           Root MSE      =  11.251
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.2037
    Residual    18859.9144   149  126.576607           R-squared     =  0.2090
       Model    4983.93991     1  4983.93991           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,   149) =   39.37
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     151

. reg wins  ptsxmin

       _cons     18.67947   2.811122     6.64   0.000     13.12465    24.23428
  salaryxmin     2.01e-10   2.43e-11     8.29   0.000     1.53e-10    2.49e-10
                                                                              
        wins        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    23843.8543   150  158.959029           Root MSE      =  10.466
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.3109
    Residual     16321.081   149  109.537456           R-squared     =  0.3155
       Model    7522.77334     1  7522.77334           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,   149) =   68.68
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     151

. reg wins salaryxmin
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Regression 6g: Multiple weighted independent variables – adjusted plus/minus overall, PER, 

points, and salary 

 

The only significant factor in this regression is the adjusted plus/minus statistic.  It has a 

t-value of 12.26 which is extremely significant.  While all of the other variables were significant 

when used as the sole independent variable, none of them are significant when combined with 

the adjusted plus/minus statistic. 

 

Topic 3: Salary 

Regression 7a: Comparing salary to adjusted plus/minus

 

                                                                              
       _cons     19.65202   4.478356     4.39   0.000     10.80124     28.5028
  salaryxmin     7.28e-12   2.33e-11     0.31   0.756    -3.88e-11    5.34e-11
     ptsxmin    -1.38e-07   3.67e-07    -0.38   0.707    -8.65e-07    5.88e-07
     perxmin     .0000352   .0000282     1.25   0.214    -.0000205     .000091
bnodummyal~n     .0022029   .0001797    12.26   0.000     .0018477    .0025581
                                                                              
        wins        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    23843.8543   150  158.959029           Root MSE      =  7.0599
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6865
    Residual    7276.85796   146  49.8414928           R-squared     =  0.6948
       Model    16566.9963     4  4141.74909           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  4,   146) =   83.10
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     151

. reg wins  bnodummyallyearstandxmin perxmin ptsxmin salaryxmin

       _cons      4684096   96092.98    48.75   0.000      4495638     4872553
boverallno~d      1981602   104504.3    18.96   0.000      1776648     2186556
                                                                              
      salary        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    3.9976e+16  1922  2.0799e+13           Root MSE      =  4.2e+06
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.1572
    Residual    3.3674e+16  1921  1.7529e+13           R-squared     =  0.1577
       Model    6.3027e+15     1  6.3027e+15           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,  1921) =  359.55
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    1923

. reg salary boverallnodummystandard
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In this regression, salary is regressed on the adjusted plus/minus statistic.  Used as the 

only variable, the adjusted plus/minus statistic does not have much explaning power in the 

variation of player salaries.  However, it is found to be quite significant.  This is an interesting 

result.  While this statistic was found to explain over 68% of the variation in team wins over the 

last five years, it does not have too much of an effect on the variation of salaries over the past 

five years.  One would imagine that the player’s with the highest ratings would be paid the most 

as they are contributing to team wins.  However, while the statistic is significant with a t-value 

over 18, the adjusted plus/minus statistic only explains about 16% of the variation in player 

salary. 

Regression 7b: Regressing salary on points scored in the season before a contract was signed

 

This regression shows that points scored in the year before a contract was signed is extremely 

significant and is able to explain over 63% of the variation in salary when used as the lone 

independent variable.  The t-stat of 41.48 shows that it is highly significant. 

Regression 7c: Regressing salary on points scored in current season, points scored in season 

prior to signing the contract, and on the dummy variable if the contract is part of a player’s 

rookie contract 

       _cons      1649714   85759.54    19.24   0.000      1481414     1818014
 ptspresign1     5871.998   141.5622    41.48   0.000     5594.187    6149.808
                                                                              
      salary        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    1.3560e+16   952  1.4244e+13           Root MSE      =  2.3e+06
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6437
    Residual    4.8269e+15   951  5.0756e+12           R-squared     =  0.6440
       Model    8.7331e+15     1  8.7331e+15           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,   951) = 1720.59
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     953

. reg salary ptspresign1
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The coefficient on points scored in the year before a contract was signed is much greater than the 

coefficient on points scored in the same season.  As well, being a rookie does not appear to have 

a significant diminish on a player’s salary as it is not significant.  

Regression 7d: regressing salary on current box score statistics 

 

 

 

 

       _cons      1009733   213580.2     4.73   0.000     590561.1     1428905
 ptspresign1     5166.596    260.983    19.80   0.000     4654.391    5678.801
rookiecont~t    -24365.49     244747    -0.10   0.921    -504705.3    455974.3
         pts     1488.774   188.8518     7.88   0.000     1118.134    1859.414
                                                                              
      salary        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    1.3319e+16   905  1.4717e+13           Root MSE      =  2.2e+06
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6681
    Residual    4.4056e+15   902  4.8842e+12           R-squared     =  0.6692
       Model    8.9132e+15     3  2.9711e+15           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  3,   902) =  608.30
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     906

. reg salary pts rookiecontract ptspresign1

       _cons     -7357990    1469133    -5.01   0.000    -1.02e+07    -4476264
         age     458939.6    20992.6    21.86   0.000     417762.3    500116.9
         sta     20346.45   5707.635     3.56   0.000     9150.838    31542.06
           p    -19333.69   666402.6    -0.03   0.977     -1326492     1287825
         pts    -3529.043   2931.526    -1.20   0.229    -9279.274    2221.188
          fg      3058239    2658605     1.15   0.250     -2156653     8273130
          pf    -7680.944    2613.82    -2.94   0.003    -12807.99   -2553.898
          bk     11131.94   3266.385     3.41   0.001     4724.875       17539
          to     1765.638   4206.516     0.42   0.675    -6485.505    10016.78
          st    -5843.767    4485.26    -1.30   0.193    -14641.67    2954.136
          as     3063.609   1258.525     2.43   0.015      594.993    5532.225
          tr     9887.891   1462.282     6.76   0.000     7019.604    12756.18
          or    -8924.329   4164.518    -2.14   0.032    -17093.09   -755.5663
         fta     14083.43   4065.236     3.46   0.001     6109.413    22057.45
         ftm    -6659.949   5442.974    -1.22   0.221    -17336.42    4016.524
           a     514.7323   5681.335     0.09   0.928    -10629.29    11658.76
           m     9527.797   14801.45     0.64   0.520    -19505.47    38561.06
         fga     8357.095   2890.477     2.89   0.004     2687.383    14026.81
         fgm    (dropped)
         min    -1558.795   488.7092    -3.19   0.001    -2517.405   -600.1847
          gp    -78459.52   10010.63    -7.84   0.000    -98095.52   -58823.52
                                                                              
      salary        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    3.4447e+16  1550  2.2224e+13           Root MSE      =  3.1e+06
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.5625
    Residual    1.4885e+16  1531  9.7224e+12           R-squared     =  0.5679
       Model    1.9562e+16    19  1.0296e+15           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 19,  1531) =  105.90
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    1551
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Regression 7e: regressing salary on box score statistics the year before signed 

 

Looking at these two data sets shows how the statistics in the year before a player is signed to a 

new contract represents almost 73% of the variation in salary, while the same current box score 

statistics can only explain 56% of the variation in salary.  I also find it interesting that in both 

regressions, points scored was not a significant factor.  Points has a negative coefficient in the 

first regression, which is most likely due to its relationship with field goal attempts which is in 

the model.   

 

 

 

 

 

       _cons      1744622   80823.79    21.59   0.000      1586001     1903243
 agepresign1     80095.53   30671.36     2.61   0.009     19901.23    140289.8
 stapresign1     14479.38   8095.853     1.79   0.074     -1409.19    30367.96
   ppresign1       626038     886030     0.71   0.480     -1112847     2364923
 ptspresign1     3386.922   3377.469     1.00   0.316    -3241.553     10015.4
  fgpresign1      2836701    2089272     1.36   0.175     -1263615     6937018
  pfpresign1    -4673.351   3646.637    -1.28   0.200    -11830.08    2483.382
  bkpresign1     15423.16   4055.958     3.80   0.000     7463.109    23383.21
  topresign1     1244.813   5978.298     0.21   0.835    -10487.94    12977.56
  stpresign1    -8554.981   6011.263    -1.42   0.155    -20352.43    3242.467
  aspresign1     3934.345    1580.27     2.49   0.013     832.9739    7035.715
  trpresign1     9402.499   1892.552     4.97   0.000     5688.258    13116.74
  orpresign1    -5188.839   6074.411    -0.85   0.393    -17110.22     6732.54
 ftapresign1    -4256.795    6274.83    -0.68   0.498    -16571.51    8057.919
 ftmpresign1     12532.24   7404.443     1.69   0.091    -1999.402    27063.88
   apresign1    -7523.888   8119.541    -0.93   0.354    -23458.95    8411.174
   mpresign1     30727.81   21097.14     1.46   0.146    -10676.54    72132.16
 fgapresign1    -31.86639    3485.66    -0.01   0.993    -6872.674    6808.941
 fgmpresign1    (dropped)
 minpresign1    -796.0603   733.9518    -1.08   0.278    -2236.483    644.3622
  gppresign1    -77656.19   15804.63    -4.91   0.000    -108673.7    -46638.7
                                                                              
      salary        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    1.3265e+16   935  1.4188e+13           Root MSE      =  1.9e+06
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.7326
    Residual    3.4749e+15   916  3.7935e+12           R-squared     =  0.7380
       Model    9.7905e+15    19  5.1529e+14           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 19,   916) =  135.83
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     936
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Implication and Conclusion 

 Statistics in sports are usually kept because fans like to look at how individuals 

performed in the team setting.  While box score data has consistently been the most popular and 

quick method for browsing performance, it may not be the best measure for player productivity.  

The adjusted plus/minus statistic is calculated with the exact purpose of isolating a player from 

his teammates.  Its goal is to measure the individual productivity of a player within a team 

setting. 

The regressions from measuring the adjusted plus/minus’s effect on team wins shows a 

significant result that the statistic has the potential to be an accurate measure for player 

productivity.  Even more interesting is that the statistic had almost no influence on a player’s 

salary.  As seen with regression 7c, the most important influence on the player’s salary was how 

many points they scored in the season prior to being signed to a new contract.  While this 

conclusion is consistent with past studies on the factors of salary in the NBA, the regressions on 

salary are likely to be subject to omitted variable bias due to the complicated rules. 

Also interesting was the fact that the fixed effects regressions did not prove to be a 

significant measure for player performance.  While more players had a significant t-stat, the 

fixed effects regression is dependent upon having variation in the data.    

Limitations 

While the adjusted plus/minus appears to be a clean way to measure individual contribution, it 

has some limitations.  The first setback from the model is that the model does not take into 

account player fatigue.  This poses two possible biases in the data.  First, it does not take into 

account how many minutes players have already played in the game, and how tired they are. This 
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has the potential to bias those matchups late in the game where some players are playing at full 

strength while other players are playing tired.  Secondly, it assumes that each player would be 

able to play the entire game as well as they did during the sample matchup.  This may positively 

bias those players who get tired and take breaks more often, as it assumes they could play strong 

for an entire game.  It may negatively bias those players who do not get as tired easily and aren't 

as affected by fatigue late in the game.   

 Another potential limitation could be the effect of a coach.  While the team dummy 

variable was included, this does not track changes in coaches. Coaches may be able to both 

influence player performance, playing time, and team performance 

Another setback is the possibility of multicollinearity, where teammates are consistently 

in the game during the same time frames.  In this case, it is hard for the model to distinguish 

between the two players ratings because of the little variation between the players.  One way to 

get around this problem is to just assign the average of the two players’ ratings to each.  While 

this is an imperfect measure, it appears to be the most realistic and rational solution to evade the 

problem.  However, that problem was outside of the scope of this model.  Another second 

setback is the limited amount of data relative to the number of independent variables.  This is a 

problem because each player encounters a high standard error, resulting in potentially 

statistically insignificant results.   However, while some critics may be quick to dismiss the 

statistic because of the high standard error and low correlation between years, this model found 

the statistic to be a significant determinate of team wins, implying that it has the potential to be 

an accurate measure of player productivity.  As more data surfaces, the search for the best 

measure of individual productivity will only get stronger. 
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